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Interactive technologies are increasingly applied to initiate human behavior change towards socially aspired outcomes. Within this, the 

sub-category of so-called moral agents are proposed as counterpart technologies that go beyond supporting the user to achieve personally 

set goals and actively intervene based on inscribed values. On the one hand, the concept of moral counterparts appears promising, 

especially within domains where specific behavioral goals might be rather abstract or uncomfortable. On the other hand, it can come with 

new challenges which could diminish individual reflection and sustainable behavior change in the long run. Our position paper discusses 

such challenges on individual and societal level as well as first design ideas that could play a role in this, to be explored in the workshop 

and beyond. 
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1 MORAL AGENTS AS A NEW TYPE OF COUNTERPART TECHNOLOGIES 

Interactive technologies are increasingly applied to initiate human behavior change towards socially aspired outcomes.  

Smartwatches support us in becoming healthier by tracking our daily calorie intake and movement. Various apps help us 

become more efficient in time management. One can even find technologies that measure the amount of water spent while 

showering and support the user in behaving more sustainably.  
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In the context of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), such technologies have mostly been known under the term 

Persuasive Technologies [3]. These technologies support users in achieving their individually set goals. They do so as they 

are developed based on, amongst others, theoretical concepts of behavior change that, for example, imply methods of goal 

setting [7]. In the domain of sustainability, specific examples are technologies that confront the user with information on 

how much (hot) water is consumed during a shower [5] or visualize water as a limited resource that decreases [6]. In these 

cases, the user might set an individual limit for the water spent while showering and there are no direct consequences that 

originate from the technology if this limit is exceeded.  

The concept of moral agents as “more full-fledged social actors,” as proposed in this workshop, addresses a new type 

of technologies that, first, actively engage in interactions and act according to their inscribed values. Second, they involve 

humans in a moral dialogue regarding their behavior, and third, they express moral demands on them, which can originate 

from the technology itself or other entities. They do not represent simple tools but act as counterparts with whom the user 

can interact or cooperate with. Transferring this concept to the example of saving water, an according technology might 

advise the user not to exceed a certain amount of water spent, according to general environmental calculations. Moreover, 

it might even actively intervene through alarming sounds, visualize potential environmental consequences via screen and 

even turn off the water after a certain amount spent. Thus, the technology would start a sort of moral dialogue with the 

user. 

Such qualities of moral agents might lead to an increase in the degree of autonomy users attribute to these technologies. 

According to the psychological self-determination theory, perceived autonomy, i.e., the “inner endorsement of one’s 

actions, the sense that they emanate from oneself and are one’s own” [2], can affect the responsibility people attribute to 

their counterpart for a behavioral outcome. This principle also seems to apply to HCI. Studies have shown that participants 

attributed more responsibility to a computer that behaved autonomously (by providing real-time advice through an interface 

agent) compared to a computer that behaved non-autonomously (by providing a help menu, [9]). Moreover, based on 

previous research, a robot’s perceived agency (measured by questions about the robot’s control over the situation and its 

ability to make its own decisions) can affect the responsibility attributed to the robot for its actions [10]. Considering moral 

agents, this means that the more autonomous these technologies are perceived due to their active choices and initiation of 

interaction, the more responsible users might find the technology for the outcome of their interaction with such. Focusing 

on the context of sustainability, this can form challenges on an individual and societal level. 

2 RISKS ON INDIVIDUAL AND SOCIETAL LEVEL 

From a psychological perspective it appears particularly worthwhile to explore and discuss risks of moral agents in enabling 

users to behave sustainably in a self-dependent manner and based on their ability to reflect. In the following, potential risks 

are discussed on an individual and societal level. 

2.1 The lazy individual  

On an individual level, based on the phenomenon of diffusion of responsibility, the feeling of responsibility for an outcome 

can decrease with an increasing number of people involved in a social situation [11]. Assuming a certain transferability of 

social phenomena to HCI (e.g., [8]), when a moral agent cooperates with a user in performing a certain behavior, for 

example, acting more sustainably, the user might feel less responsible for the behavioral outcome. In turn, the user might 

become less involved and sort of lazy with regard to caring for sustainability in the frame of the considered activity. For 

example, a moral agent might support users in consuming less water while showering, by reminding them to turn off the 

water or even actively turning it off in between. After a while, the user might get used to the technology actively intervening 
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and therefore become less self-conscious regarding the amounts of water consumed and perceive less responsibility for the 

outcome of their actions. The effect of diffusion of responsibility could be even more potent in the context of moral agents 

because users could presumably perceive such an agent not as merely one social actor but as a representation of many. 

This assertion is based on the fact that moral agents would be a result of the effort put in by many people: designers, coders, 

developers as well as a wide bunch of scientists which worked on the models leading to the embedded moral impetus. The 

result would be even less perceived responsibility from the user’s point of view.  

At the same time, there could be negative consequences for the user’s self-efficacy [1] and, in turn, the general 

motivation to behave sustainably. That is, when the user shows sustainable behavior as a result of interaction with a moral 

agent, they might not perceive this outcome to be their own merit, which might not be a great motivation to continue 

showing this behavior. 

2.2 The obedient society 

On a broader, societal level, if moral agents that, for example, support users in showing sustainable behavior, become 

the norm, people might generally get used to counterpart technologies intervening in situations, where people have the 

capacity to behave more sustainably and therefore become less sensible or even blind regarding such situations themselves. 

Such an outcome might even come with the challenge of a possible general reduction of individuals’ reflection regarding 

their own actions and potential effects on society.  

Developing the thought further, if members of a society get used to the existence of moral agents, a sort of hierarchy 

might slowly become established. There, individuals might tend to heed the advice of moral agents and, with time, become 

rather obedient and stop questioning the advice’s quality and rightness. At the same time, users might put less effort into 

developing and refining their own opinions and attitudes regarding important societal issues such as sustainability. 

If moral agents became more and more spread in society, individuals could even adapt a habit of internalized obedience 

which could appear as some sort of semi-automated behavior, for example, if individuals spot a known moral agent in an 

unknown place like a restaurant’s restroom, they might automatically show the requested behavior. Conversely, based on 

a lack of internalized moral standards, in the absence of such agents, the requested behavior would fail to appear.  

3 OUTLOOK 

Overall, it appears promising to support users in behavior change regarding societally essential domains, such as 

sustainability, through technologies. The above-mentioned risks regarding users’ enablement to reflect and self-

dependently behave sustainability, might appear overdramatized at first. Still, it is important to focus on such downsides 

of the interaction with this new type of counterpart technologies. Furthermore, it seems essential to explore and in turn 

develop potential design solutions to counteract such risks and use the full potential of moral agents to empower users to 

behave sustainably throughout different domains. 

A first thought regarding the diffusion of responsibility through the cooperation with moral agents could be to focus on 

the extent and means of designing moral agents as “social” counterparts. Previous research has, for example, shown 

anthropomorphic products to be attributed more responsibility when compared to non-anthropomorphic products (e.g., 

[4]). Therefore, the questions for future research emerge: What difference does it make if the moral agent intervening in 

unsustainable shower behavior uses the medium of voice vs. just a screen to intervene? What role does the perception of 

an “own will” or inscribed values play? Do users potentially become even lazier the more they attribute an “own will” or 

values to the technology as they know the agent will “worry” about the observed water consumption? Is there a sweet spot 

to designing this type of agency? 
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